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In this paper we will show all the linearized curvature tensors in the infinite derivative ghost and
singularity free theory of gravity in the static limit. We have found that in the region of non-locality,
in the ultraviolet regime (at short distance from the source), the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar are
not vanishing, meaning that we do not have a vacuum solution anymore due to the smearing of the
source induced by the presence of non-local gravitational interactions. It also follows that, unlike
in Einstein’s gravity, the Riemann tensor is not traceless and it does not coincide with the Weyl
tensor. Secondly, these curvatures are regularized at short distances such that they are singularity-
free, in particular the same happens for the Kretschmann invariant. Unlike the others, the Weyl
tensor vanishes at short distances, implying that the spacetime metric becomes conformally flat
in the region of non-locality, in the ultraviolet. As a consequence, the non-local region can be
approximated by a conformally flat manifold with non-negative constant curvatures. We briefly
discuss the solution in the non-linear regime, and argue that 1/r metric potential cannot be the
solution where non-locality is important in the ultraviolet regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is quite surprising that even after more than 100
years from its formulation, the theory of Einstein’s gen-
eral relativity (GR) is still being tested to a very high
precision, in spite of the fact that there are still open
problems and challenges that make the theory incom-
plete and inquisitive. An experimental fact is that the
GR works extremely well in the infrared (IR) regime (at
large distances and at late times) [1]. The recent detec-
tion of gravitational waves [2] has stamped GR’s author-
ity as an excellent theory of gravity at large distances.
Albeit, the theory breaks down in the ultraviolet (UV)
regime, or in other words at short distances and small
time scales, where both classical and quantum singular-
ities appear. In fact, from a classical point of view as
soon as we approach very short distances, we encounter
blackhole type (1/r-singularity, where r is the distance
from the source), and cosmological singularities, while
from a quantum point of view GR is not perturbatively
renormalizable, so that it loses its predictability in the
UV regime.
In fact, Newton’s 1/r-fall of the gravitational potential
has been tested only up to a distance of 5.6 × 10−5 me-
ters, in energy scale it corresponds to 0.004eV, in torsion
balance experiments [3]. It means that there is huge gulf,
i.e. roughly 30 orders of magnitude between 0.004eV and
the Planck scale Mp ∼ 1019GeV 1, where the nature of
gravitational interaction has not been established com-
pletely.
1 We are working in Natural Units: ~ = 1 = c.
In the past years there have been many attempts to
cure GR in the UV, in particular the most straightfor-
ward way is to consider higher derivative actions by in-
troducing the quadratic terms in the curvature like R2,
RµνRµν , RµνρσRµνρσ, after all these terms are expected
to arise at one-loop in quantum corrections. In 1977, it
was shown by Stelle that quadratic curvature gravity in
4 spacetime dimensions is power-counting renormalizable
but, unfortunately, it turns out to be non-unitary because
of the presence of a spin-2 ghost as a propagating degree
of freedom arising from the Weyl term [4].
However, it has been recently shown that the most
generic parity-invariant gravitational action, quadratic in
curvature, must contain infinite covariant derivatives [5–
7], which can be made ghost free when its propagator is
analyzed around a given background [5–7] 2:
S =
1
16piG
ˆ
d4x
√−g [R+ α (RF1(s)R
+RµνF2(s)Rµν +RµνρσF3(s)Rµνρσ)] ,
(1)
where G = 1/M2p is Newton’s gravitational constant,
α ∼ (1/Ms)2 is a dimensionful coupling, s ≡ /M2s ,
with Ms being the scale of non-locality at which
new gravitational interaction should manifest, and the
d’Alembertian operator is given by  ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν , where
µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, and we work with the mostly positive
convention for the metric signature, (−,+,+,+). The
three form factors Fi (reminiscence to any massless the-
ory, such as pion-form factors) contain all the information
2 Such an action has been postulated before in Refs. [8–11]
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2about the non-local nature of gravity. They are analytic
functions of s, and can be generally expressed in terms
of Taylor series; Fi(s) =
∞∑
n=0
fi,n (s)n. The higher
derivative expansion in terms of s also resembles cap-
turing the essence of non-locality in string theory to all
orders in α′ corrections [12], in the context of close string
field theory [13], for a review see [14]. Note that the non-
locality appears only at the level of interaction, and not
at the level of a free field propagation without a source.
The coefficients fi,n are not arbitrary and depend on
the specifics of the background geometry in order to
avoid perturbative ghosts [5–7]. Around constant cur-
vature backgrounds they can be uniquely fixed (up to a
specific choice of an entire function, which we will ex-
plain below) by requiring that in the IR, we consistently
recover the predictions of GR, or the predictions of a
scalar tensor theory by accommodating an extra scalar
pole in the scalar propagating degree of freedom [15, 17].
Note that the general covariance has been always main-
tained through out from IR-to-UV. Just to give an ex-
ample, in the Minkowski spacetime if we demand that
the only physical propagating degree of freedom is the
massless transverse-traceless spin-2 graviton, then the
three form factors in Eq. (1) are chosen to satisfy:
2F1(s)+F2(s)+2F3(s) = 0 [6]. Similar constraints
on Fi can be derived for de Sitter and anti-deSitter back-
grounds by following Ref. [7].
The aim of the current paper is to reveal some of the
curvature properties of the above action Eq. (1) for a
particular form of the form factors Fi’s first discussed
by Biswas, Gerwick, Koivisto and Mazumdar (BGKM),
which would lead to amelioration of blackhole and cosmo-
logical singularities in the linearized regime. We will first
discuss various properties of the curvatures such as the
Ricci scalar/tensor, the Riemann, and the Weyl tensor
within the linearized limit and briefly discuss the conse-
quences for a full non-linear theory, and its solution near
the UV regime.
II. BGKM GRAVITY
By considering the metric perturbation around the flat
spacetime 3:
gµν(x) = ηµν + hµν(x), (2)
the action in Eq. (1) can be expanded up to quadratic
order in hµν [6]. The graviton propagator in this theory
is given by (suppressing the spacetime indices) [15–17]
Π(−k2) = 1
a(−k2)
(P2
k2
− P
0
2k2
)
, (3)
3 In this paper we will concentrate on asymptotically Minkowski
background, and perturbations around it.
where P2, P0 are the so called spin-projector operators,
note that ΠGR = P2/k2 − P0/2k2 is the massless GR
graviton propagator, and the analytic function a(−k2)
is such that it does not contain any pole in the finite
complex plane, and in the limit k → 0, a(−k2) → 1.
Indeed, these properties can be satisfied if a(−k2) is given
by the exponential of an entire function, which does not
contain any pole. One simplest choice is made by BGKM
to be 4:
a(−k2) = ek2/M2s , (4)
which gives rise to
αF1(s) = −α
2
F2(s) = a(s)− 1 , a(s) = e
−/M2s ,
(5)
which assumes F3 = 0 from the constraint equation:
2F1 + F2 + 2F3 = 0, without loss of generality, in the
sense that the choice does not affect the graviton prop-
agation at the order O(h2µν). For other choices of entire
function, see Ref. [20], where the UV and IR properties
remain intact, in the IR one recovers the predictions of
Einstein’s GR. This is the case of a decoupling limit,
when Ms → ∞. While in the UV, for k → ∞, the
propagator is exponentially suppressed, indicating that
such a theory will behave better in the UV both at a
classical and at a quantum level [8, 9, 19, 21]. The power
counting arguments show that the theory becomes super-
renormalizable.
By working in the weak-field regime in the presence
of a static point-source of mass m with Dirac-delta dis-
tribution, i.e. mδ(3)(r), the linearized metric reads in
isotropic coordinates:
ds2 = − (1 + 2Φ) dt2 + (1− 2Φ) [dr2 + r2dΩ2] , (6)
where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2, and the metric potential is
derived in Ref. [5, 6]
Φ(r) = −Gm
r
Erf
(
Msr
2
)
. (7)
In the regime Msr > 2, we recover the IR Newtonian
result: −Gm/r as expected, while in the UV regime of
non-locality Msr < 2 the potential is non-singular and
tends to be a finite negative constant value Φ(r)→ −A,
where
A ≡ GmMs√
pi
< 1. (8)
By taking the derivative of the potential we can obtain
the gravitational acceleration, or in other words the force,
4 Other choices of a(−k2) exist, see in particular [9, 18, 19]. In
particular, we will be concentrating on exponential of an en-
tire function for the rest of this paper.
3[17]:
F (r) = −Gm
r2
Erf (Msr
2
)
− e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Msr√
pi
 , (9)
which recovers the Newton’s law −Gm/r2 at large dis-
tances Msr > 2, while in the UV regime, i.e. non-local
regime Msr < 2, it goes linearly to zero,
F (r)→ −GmM
3
s
6
√
pi
r.
The fact that force vanishes at the origin shows the classi-
cal aspects of asymptotic freedom, and also signifies that
BGKM gravity with Eq. (4) has a mass-gap given by Ms,
first shown in Ref. [22] 5.
In Einstein’s GR the metric potential becomes large,
i.e. 2|Φ(r)| = 2Gm/r > 1, for r < rsch ≡ 2Gm. Instead,
in the case of BGKM the metric potential, Eqs. (6,7), re-
mains weak through out r < 2/Ms as long asmMs < M
2
p .
The last inequality is crucial: it suggests that the size
of the non-local region is always larger than the stan-
dard Schwarzschild radius rsch = 2Gm = 2m/M
2
p , i.e.
2/Ms > 2m/M
2
p = rsch. This is illustrated in Fig. 1
comparing the two cases at hand.
The time dependent solution of the action Eq. (1)
yields a non-singular bouncing cosmology in a vacuum,
a solitonic solution which is absent in Einstein’s GR [6].
In fact, with conformal matter it is sufficient to keep
only infinite derivatives in the Ricci scalar from the full
action for a homogeneous cosmological solutions, which
gives rise to a non-singular bouncing cosmology in the
ultraviolet, for time t < 1/Ms [5, 25, 26]
6. The avoid-
ance of cosmological singularity has also been studied in
the context of focusing theorems established by Penrose-
Hawking [28, 29], using the Raychoudhuri’s equation [30].
The dynamical formation of blackholes has also been
studied in this context, and it has been found that the
formation of singularity is avoided for thick shell scatter-
ings, see Refs. [31, 32] for details.
III. CURVATURE TENSORS
In this section, we wish to compute all the curvature
tensors for the metric in Eqs. (6,7) and make a compar-
ison with the corresponding ones in the Einstein’s GR.
Although we are working in the linearized regime, by
5 Such a behavior of the gravitational potential can be probed
experimentally by studying the quantum spread of the matter
wavefunction [23], and studying the equivalence of Bell’s inequal-
ity [24].
6 Because Fis follow a constraint equation, where F2 can be
switched-off without loss of generality. While in a homogeneous
background the Weyl term can be made vanishing at the back-
ground level.
FIG. 1. In this figure we have illustrated how the gravitational
potential behaves in the cases of (a) BGKM gravity and (b)
Einstein’s GR. Unlike GR where the metric potential becomes
greater than one for distances smaller than the Schwarzschild
radius, i.e. 2|Φ(r)| > 1 if r < rsch, in the case of BGKM
gravity the metric potential is always smaller than one in the
linear regime, i.e. mMs < M
2
p =⇒ 2/Ms > rsch = 2Gm.
looking at the structure of the curvatures we will be able
to say some aspects of the non-local nature of gravity in
the non-linear regime too.
We will calculate the components of the Riemann ten-
sor:
Rµνρσ = 1
2
(∂ν∂ρgµσ + ∂µ∂σgνρ − ∂σ∂µgνρ − ∂µ∂ρgνσ)
+gαβ
(
ΓανρΓ
β
µσ − ΓασνΓβµρ
)
(10)
in terms of the metric in Eq. (6), and to be consis-
tent with the linear approximation we will be consid-
ering only the pieces linear in the perturbation hµν , or
in other words linear in Newton’s gravitational constant,
as hµν ∼ G. In the same way, we will calculate the
Ricci tensor Rµν = (ηµρ − hµρ)Rµνρσ, the Ricci scalar
R = (ηµρ − hµρ)Rµρ, and the Weyl tensor
Cµνρσ = Rµνρσ + R
6
(gµρgνσ − gµσgνρ)
−1
2
(gµρRνσ − gµσRνρ − gνρRµσ + gνσRµρ) .
(11)
We will also calculate the curvatures squared like R2,
RµνRµν , K = RµνρσRµνρσ and C2 = CµνρσCµνρσ, where
K is the so called Kretschmann invariant tensor.
Let us briefly recall all the curvature tensors in the
case of Einstein’s GR for the metric in Eq. (6) with
Φ(r) = −Gm/r, and afterwards we will consider the
BGKM case. The non-vanishing components of the lin-
earized Riemann tensor in Einstein’s GR, or in other
words, in the case of a linearized Schwarzschild metric
4in the isotropic coordinates are given by:
R(GR)0101 = −
2Gm
r3
, R(GR)0202 = −R(GR)1212 =
2Gm
r
,
R(GR)0303 = −R(GR)1313 =
Gm
r
sin2θ, R(GR)2323 = 2Gmrsin2θ,
(12)
some of which are clearly singular at the origin. The
linearized Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar are vanishing as
expected, due to the fact that the Schwarzschild metric
is a vacuum solution of Einstein’s field equations with a
boundary condition at r = 0 with a non-vanishing source
m, yields:
R(GR)µν = 0, R(GR) = 0 , (13)
for both linear and non-linear regimes. The non-
vanishing components of the linearized Weyl tensor are
given by
C(GR)0101 = −
2Gm
r3
, C(GR)0202 = −C(GR)1212 =
2Gm
r
,
C(GR)0303 = −C(GR)1313 =
Gm
r
sin2θ, C(GR)2323 = 2Gmrsin2θ,
(14)
which coincide with the components of the Riemann ten-
sor as expected, since from Einstein’s equations in the
vacuum it follows that the Riemann tensor is traceless.
Moreover, the Ricci squared and the Ricci scalar squared
are also vanishing, while the Kretschmann tensor and the
Weyl squared get contributions at the order O(h2µν), and
they coincide consistently with Eqs. (12) and (14):
K(GR) = 48G
2m2
r6
, C(GR)2 = 48G
2m2
r6
. (15)
Note that Eqs. (12)-(15) hold true in the linearized
regime, when r > rsch. However, it is also well known
that the full non-linear Schwarzschild metric solution suf-
fers from the singularity at r = 0, and such a feature is
clearly reflected into the structures of the linearized cur-
vatures in Eqs. (12)-(15). In particular, from Eq. (15)
it is very clear that at r = 0, the Kretschmann invari-
ant blows up, signaling that r = 0 is a singularity in the
Schwarzschild metric in any coordinate system.
IV. NON-VACUUM SOLUTION IN BGKM
GRAVITY
Let us now calculate all the curvature tensors in the
case of BGKM. The non-vanishing components of the
linearized Riemann tensor are given by:
R0101 = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Gm
2
√
pir3
[
4Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 4√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]
,
(16)
R0303 = R0202sin2θ
=
Gmsin2θ
r
Erf (Msr
2
)
− e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Msr√
pi
 ,
R1313 = R1212sin2θ
=
e−
M2s r
2
4 Gmsin2θ
2
√
pir
[
4Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 4√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]
,
R2323 = 2Gmrsin2θ
Erf (Msr
2
)
− e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Msr√
pi
 .
(17)
First of all, note that in the regime Msr > 2 the com-
ponents in Eqs. (16)-(17) of the Riemann tensor recover
GR results in Eq. (12). In particular, note that in the
non-local regime Msr < 2, Riemann’s components are
non-singular, most of them vanish and only the compo-
nents in Eq. (16) tend to a finite constant value:
R0101 ∼ GmM
3
s
6
√
pi
. (18)
In Fig. 2.a. the component R0101 has been plotted for
both BGKM and Einstein’s GR, and it is very clear how
non-locality, i.e. r < 2/Ms, regularizes the singularity
at the origin. For the purpose of illustration, we have
taken Mp = 1, m = 5, Ms = 10
−3/2, which satisfy
the linearity of the metric potential, Eq. (6). The non-
vanishing components of the linearized Ricci tensors and
Ricci scalar are given by:
R00 = R11 = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 GmM3s
2
√
pi
,
R22 = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 GmM3s r
2
2
√
pi
,
R33 = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 GmM3s r
2sin2θ
2
√
pi
,
(19)
and
R = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 GmM3s√
pi
. (20)
In the local regime, or in the IR, where Msr ≥ 2, the
Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar go to zero consistently
with Eq. (13), while in the non-local region Msr < 2,
one obtains:
R00 = R11 ∼ GmM
3
s
2
√
pi
, R22 = R33 ∼ 0 (21)
and
R ∼ GmM
3
s√
pi
. (22)
From Eqs. (19)-(22) we can already understand an im-
5portant feature of the BGKM gravity: unlike Einstein’s
GR, where Schwarzschild metric yields a vacuum solution
for which the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar vanish, the
corresponding metric in Eq. (6) is not a vacuum solution
for the BGKM gravity, at the linearized level. Physi-
cally what happens is the following: far from the source,
r > 2/Ms, gravity is very well described by the predic-
tions of Einstein’s GR, and in the IR limit all the infinite
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FIG. 2. We have shown the behavior of some tensors in both
the cases of BGKM (blue line) and GR (orange line): (a)
R0101 component of the Riemann tensor; (b) C0101 component
of the Weyl tensor; and (c) the Kretschamnn invariant tensor
K. We have set Mp = 1, m = 5 and Ms = 10−3/2. In these
units the Schwarzschild radius is rsch = 10. Note that, unlike
in GR where the linearized approximation would break down
for r < 10, in the case of BGKM we can smoothly approach
r = 0, provided mMs < M
2
p . From these three plots it is
obvious that the presence of non-locality helps to avoid the
curvature-singularities at the origin in the linearized regime.
derivate contributions becomes negligible for r > 2/Ms,
but as soon as we move into the non-local region, i.e.
r < 2/Ms, the smearing effect of the source induced by
the non-locality becomes relevant and gives a non-zero
value to the components of the Ricci tensor and the Ricci
scalar, which exhibit a Gaussian behavior.
Such an interesting feature also manifests that in the
BGKM gravity the Weyl tensor does not coincide with
the Riemann tensor, which, unlike in Einstein’s GR, is
not traceless. Indeed, the non-vanishing components of
the Weyl tensor are given by:
C0101 = e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Gm
3
√
pir3
[
6Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 6√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]
,
C0303 = −C1313 = C0202sin2θ = −C1212sin2θ
= −e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Gmsin2θ
6
√
pir
[
6Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 6√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]
,
C2323 = −e
−M
2
s r
2
4 Gmrsin2θ
3
√
pi
[
6Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 6√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]
.
(23)
First of all, note that the result in Eq. (23) is consistent
with that of Einstein’s GR, indeed in the IR limit, i.e.
Msr > 2, we recover the components in Eq. (14). A
very important feature now emerges - in the non-local
region Msr < 1, all the components of the Weyl tensor
go quadratically to zero as r → 0:
Cµνρσ ∼ 0, (24)
as evident from Fig. 2.b. for the component C0101.
The result in Eq. (24) implies that the BGKM metric
in Eqs. (6,7) becomes conformally flat in the non-local
region r < 2/Ms. In fact, the metric in Eq.(6) in the
non-local region assumes the following form:
ds2 = −(1− 2A)dt2 + (1 + 2A) [dr2 + r2Ω2] , (25)
where A has been defined in Eq. (8). In this region, r <
2/Ms, we can easily perform a coordinate transformation
from isotropic coordinates (t, r, θ, ϕ) to Schwarzschild co-
ordinates (t, R, θ, ϕ), where R is the polar radial coordi-
nate, indeed, the following relation holds 7:
R =
√
1 + 2Ar, (26)
7 Note that the metric in Eq. (6) cannot be rewritten in
Schwarzschild coordinates due to the fact that the coordinate
transformation R2 = (1− 2φ(r))r2 is not analytically invertible,
but we can easily invert it in the regime of non-locality.
6and we obtain the same metric in the Schwarzschild co-
ordinates:
ds2 = −(1− 2A)dt2 + dR2 +R2dΩ2, (27)
which is clearly not Minkowski due to the presence of the
factor 1 − 2A in front of the time component. However,
one can easily show that the metric in Eq. (25) is confor-
mally flat by introducing a new time coordinate that we
call conformal time, where A < 1, since we are working
in the weak-field regime:
τ =
√
1− 2A
1 + 2A
t, (28)
so that the metric in Eq. (25) in the non-local regime,
r < 2/Ms, can be recast as:
ds2 = (1 + 2A)
(−dτ2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2)
= Fη,
(29)
where η is the Minkowski metric, and F := 1 + 2A > 0
is the conformal factor corresponding to the conformal
transformation in Eq. (28).
Now, it only remains to compute the squares of the
curvatures. They are given by:
R2 = RµνRµν = e
−M
2
s r
2
2 G2m2M6s
pi
,
C2 = −4
3
e−
M2s r
2
2 G2m2
pir6
[
6Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 6√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]2
,
K = −e
−M
2
s r
2
2 G2m2
3pir6
{
5M6s r
6 + 4
[
6Msr +M
3
s r
3
− 6√pieM
2
s r
2
4 Erf
(
Msr
2
)]2}
.
(30)
First of all, the Ricci squared and the Ricci scalar squared
tend consistently to zero in the IR limit, r > 2/Ms, while
the invariants K and C2 recover the ones in Eq. (15).
Moreover, non-locality in the BGKM gravity is such that
we can avoid the singularities of the invariant tensors at
the origin, indeed in the regime of non-locality, Msr < 2,
C2 goes to zero, while the others tend to finite constant
values:
R2 ∼ G
2m2M6s
pi
, RµνRµν ∼ G
2m2M6s
pi
,
K ∼ 5G
2m2M6s
3pi
, C2 ∼ 0.
(31)
In Fig. 2.c. we have shown the behavior of the
Kretschmann invariant for both the cases of BGKM and
GR.
We have learnt that the non-local region of size r ∼
2/Ms can be approximatively described by a conformally
flat manifold with non-negative constant curvatures. For
completeness, it can be easily checked that the invariant
tensors in Eq. (30) consistently satisfy the following well-
known relation:
C2 = R
2
3
− 2RµνRµν +K. (32)
V. TOWARDS STATIC NON-LINEAR
SOLUTION OF BGKM GRAVITY IN THE UV
REGIME
The results we have obtained so far hold true in the
linearized regime, where we have considered the first or-
der perturbations around Minkowski spacetime. Despite
the fact that we are neglecting non-linear contributions,
the analysis made in the previous sections allow us to un-
derstand what would happen if we were to solve the full
non-linear field equations corresponding to the action in
Eq. (1), derived in Ref. [33], see the full non-linear field
equations (Eqs. 52-58 of Ref. [33]).
The field equations of BGKM gravity are extremely
cumbersome, and here we express only the trace equation
for our discussion, and also for the brevity:
P = −R+ 12F1(s)R+ 2(F2(s)R)
+ 4∇µ∇ν(F2(s)Rµν) + 2(Ω σ1σ + 2Ω¯1)
+ 2(Ω σ2σ + 2Ω¯2) + 2(Ω
σ
3σ + 2Ω¯3)− 4∆ σ2σ
− 8∆ σ3σ = T ≡ gρσT ρσ ,
(33)
where Ω σ1σ, Ω¯1 are functions of R and covariant deriva-
tives, R(m) ≡ ms R, Ω σ2σ, Ω¯2, ∆ σ2σ are functions
of Rµν and covariant derivatives, Rµν(m) ≡ ms Rµν ,
Ω σ3σ, Ω¯3, ∆
σ
3σ are similarly functions of Cµνλσ and co-
variant derivatives, Cµνλσ(m) ≡ ms Cµνλσ. The exact ex-
pressions are derived in Ref. [33].
The UV regime of the equations of motion are de-
termined by the non-local terms, i.e. all the terms ex-
cept the first term, R, which is the local contribution
and determines the recovery of the IR results, i.e. when
r > 2/Ms. In the latter case, in the local regime the so-
lution will exactly yield the Schwarzschild geometry. For
r < 2/Ms, rest of the terms dominate the equations of
motion.
Note that any full non-linear solution of the above
Eq. (33) must have a smooth limit such that our results
would be recovered in the linearized regime (even in the
UV), which are:
• The Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar are not van-
ishing, and the Riemann tensor is not traceless, in-
side r < 2/Ms;
• The Weyl tensor vanishes as r < 2/Ms.
These conclusions are indeed in stark contrast with re-
spect to Einstein’s GR, where the vacuum solution of
the field equations, i.e. R = 0, Rµν = 0 give rise to 1/r
metric potential in both linear and non-linear regimes.
7In the UV regime, for r < 1/Ms, we may proceed by
reductio ad absurdum:
• if the full non-linear solution satisfiesRµν = R = 0,
then the metric potential should yield 1/r-fall of the
metric potential in the linear, and in the non-linear
regime, even in the UV region, irrespective of the
action.
• Furthermore, looking at Eq. (33), the only non-
vanishing contribution must then arise from the
Weyl part, involving Ω σ3σ, Ω¯3, ∆
σ
3σ. Indeed, there
are two possibilities, which would yield the Weyl
contribution to zero for the vacuum solution; ei-
ther Cµνρσ → 0 for r < 2/Ms, or a fine cancellation
between terms Ω σ3σ, Ω¯3, ∆
σ
3σ, while the latter is
indeed highly unlikely and fine-tuned possibility.
Therefore, we may conclude that in the full non-linear
scenario, the metric solution has to be such that the Ricci
tensor and the Ricci scalar are non-zero, and the Rie-
mann is not traceless, so that it does not coincide with
the Weyl, and 1/r fall of the gravitational potential can-
not be a metric solution for the full non-linear theory at
least in the UV regime, where r < 2/Ms.
Having argued so, there remains a possibility that
Cµνρσ 6= 0, as we approach r → 0 inside r < 2/Ms, but
this would require a very unlikely cancellation between
the terms involving Ω σ3σ, Ω¯3, ∆
σ
3σ.
In this respect, let us point towards an interesting pos-
sibility suggested in Ref. [34], where it has been pointed
out that the astrophysical solar massive blackholes within
BGKM theory can have no singularity and event hori-
zon, provided the scale of non-locality itself shifts from
Ms →Ms/
√
N , where N being the number of plaquettes,
or the degrees of freedom associated with the baryons
and gravitons at the last stages of the formation of a
blackhole. For sufficiently large N , the scale of non-
locality Ms (which signifies the scale of quantum gravity)
shifts towards the IR scale, where in the region inside
r < r∗ ∼ rsch, the potential remains linear forever given
by Eq. (7), and satisfies all our equations of section IV.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We briefly summarize the main results obtained here.
We have computed all the linearized curvature tensors
for the metric in Eq. (6) for the BGKM action, which
highlights at a classical level crucial properties of the non-
local nature of the gravitational interaction. We have
found that the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar are not
vanishing in the limit r < 2/Ms, as a consequence of the
non-local smearing of the source induced by the infinite
derivatives. Such a feature implies that the metric is not
a vacuum solution and the trace of the Riemann tensor
is also non-vanishing unlike in the case of Schwarzschild
metric in Einstein’s GR. Furthermore, the components
of the Weyl tensor do not coincide with the components
of the Riemann tensor.
Moreover, we have shown that in the region of non-
locality, i.e. r < 2/Ms, Riemann, Ricci and scalar ten-
sors tend to finite constant values, while the Weyl tensor
tends to zero quadratically in r, implying that in such a
non-local region, of size∼ 2/Ms, the spacetime metric be-
comes conformally flat with a non-negative constant cur-
vature. In the end, we have also computed all the possible
invariants, and showed explicitly that the Kretschmann
invariant is non-singular at r = 0, as a consequence of the
non-local interaction of short-distance gravity in BGKM.
All these invariants have been computed in the linear
regime, see Eqs. (6,7).
We have briefly alluded towards seeking the non-linear
solution for the BGKM action. Indeed, now there are
hints that even in the full non-linear theory we should
not expect 1/r-metric potential in the UV regime, for r <
2/Ms, due to the fact that any non-linear solution must
interpolate smoothly to the linear solution. Of course,
such arguments should be manifestly tested at the level
of the field equations for the full action given in Ref. [33].
This work provides a solid foundation for addressing
the full non-linear solution in the near future. Further-
more, all our results are valid for a static metric, it is
indeed possible to perform similar computations for the
rotating metric in the BGKM gravity, which has been re-
cently discussed in Ref. [35], at the linearized level, which
has no horizon and no ring-like singularity.
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